
ZBC230K Snap-assembly ball valve actuator

Main technical parameters

Function:� 3-wire dual control or 3-wire single 
                control
voltage/power: AC230V ; operation:2W, 
                        maintain:0.5W 
      Frequency: 50/60Hz

Torque: 2Nm

Wire specification: 3x0.5mm²;PVC;0.25m;black

Protection level: IP42

Dimensions [mm]

Safety notes

Wiring diagram
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Characteristic

●����Small volume, quick response

●����On-off control and three-state control
�������●����Tools not required, clamp mounting 
        method

●����Highly reliable performance

-���This device must not be used outside the 

     specified field of application.

-�� Only authorised specialists may carry out 

     installation. All applicable legal or institutional 

     installation regulations must be complied during 

     installation.

-�� The device may only be opened at the 

    manufacturer’s site. It does not contain any parts 

    that can be replaced or repaired by the user.

-�� Cables must not be removed from the device.

-�� The device contains electrical and electronic 

    components and must not be disposed of as 

    household refuse. All locally valid regulations and 

    requirements must be observed.
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Running time motor: 45s/90°
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U�shaped�
push�rod

As the figure (1) (2) shows, Insert the U shaped 

push rod into adapter card slot

As the figure(3) shows, assemble actuator by 

pressing valve body

Maintenance
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Accessories

Installation instruction Installation notes

Fi（g 1）

！                 As the figure shows, actuator 
                 can be directly attached to the 
                 valve by hand pressure.
                 (pay attention to the direction)

Fi（g 2）

Fi（g 3）

Ball valves and rotary actuators are maintenance-free.

Before any service work on the final controlling device is 

carried out, it is essential to isolate the rotary actuator 

from the power supply (by unplugging the electrical cable 

if necessary). Any pumps in the part of the piping system 

concerned must also be switched off and the appropriate 

slide valves closed (allow all components to cool down first 

if necessary and allways reduce the system pressure to 

ambient pressure level).

The system must not be returned to service until the ball 

valve and the rotary actuator have been correctly 

reassembled in accordance with the instructions and the 

pipeline has been refilled by professionally trained 

personnel.
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